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Building today for tomorrow to ensure sustained value creation
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Our operating context
4

COVID-19 has intensified and sharpened pre-existing challenges

Growth prospects are hindered by structural
constraints and economic fragility prior to the COVID-19
crisis
%y/y

Y/Y
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Forecast Y/Y
Our response to COVID-19

The impact on sectors (especially contact-intensive
services) and countries (such as export or touristdependant economies) adds to the uneven pickup
in activity

Q/Q
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Given the unprecedented and evolving market conditions
property fundamentals are going to be challenged for
the rest of 2020 and beyond

Financial insights

Fixing our economy will take a collective effort from
government and business

-28.0

Property asset platform

Local lockdown measures and the extension,
as well as consumers feeling extremely vulnerable
is reflected in low levels of business and
consumer confidence

Strategic overview

Restrictions to contain the virus and save lives has
triggered a global recession and added further
momentum to the deglobalisation trend

What keeps us awake at night
A prolonged recession of the global economy is dominating the World Economic Forum risk perceptions

Impact of disruptive technologies
Deteriorating public/state infrastructure and poor administrative delivery locally

Financial market volatility
Inability to effectively manage our reputation
Failure to comply with local and international laws and regulations
Increased competition for tenants

Inability to prevent computer fraud and respond to cyber security attacks
Damage to property and security-related threats
Long-term impact of failing to transform at an acceptable rate

Elevated top risk

Unchanged top risk

The above items are extracted from our strategic risk register and reflect our view of inherent risk before application of any mitigating actions
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Financial insights

Inability to maintain strong ethical and governance culture

Property asset platform

Inability to be environmentally resilient

Our response to COVID-19

Inability to sustain business operations and services following a disaster or adverse event

Strategic overview

Uncertainty pertaining to long-term impact of geo-political and socio-economic growth factors
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Strategy
Our purpose-driven strategic approach ensures that we create and manage spaces in a way that changes lives

Strategic overview

Strategic matters

Creating sustained
value for all our
stakeholders

Optimise
Capital

Operate
Efficiently

Engage
Talent

Managing capital in a
constrained and costly
environment

Operating responsibly
in a low growth, rising
administered cost
context

Harnessing our
people’s skills,
abilities and attitude
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Financial insights

Strategic objectives

Property asset platform

Living our purpose

Invest
Strategically

Our response to COVID-19

Grow
Reputation
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A shift in focus of our 2020 strategic priorities
Addressing the lead up to the lockdown and its exit during the second half of 2020
Anticipated outcome

▪ Deepen communication and collaboration

▪ Build brand loyalty

▪ Remain relevant to stakeholders

▪ Improve stakeholder perceptions

▪ Heighten focus on ESG

▪ Embed sustainable ESG considerations in all aspects

▪ Offshore expansion through development activity

▪ Expand offshore logistics platform

▪ Protect value of property assets

▪ Minimise TNAV downside risks

▪ Right-size asset footprint to capital base

▪ Maintain and improve credit metrics

▪ Bolster liquidity

▪ Meet funding commitments and cover short-term liquidity needs

▪ Assess ability to pay a dividend

▪ Lower LTV ratio

▪ Support tenants through rental relief

▪ Secure sustainability of tenants

▪ Proactive utilities management and re-prioritise

▪ Mitigate impact of lower revenue

discretionary expenditure
▪ Unlock procurement and operational expenditure efficiencies

▪ Eliminate non-recurring income

▪ Instil a culture of innovation and learning

▪ Keep staff engaged and motivated

▪ Accelerate transformation

▪ Improve representivity across all levels

▪ Refresh organisational structures

▪ Position management for the new normal
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Financial insights

▪ Improve relevance of local portfolio

Property asset platform

▪ Renewed focus on space offering

Our response to COVID-19

of what we do

Strategic overview

How we will get there during the lockdown exit
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Environmental, Social and Governance
The creation of a more inclusive, sustainable and resilient operating context demands more emphasis on ESG
Social

Governance

Rolling year-on-year target
to reduce Scope 1 and 2
emissions per square metre
of gross lettable are (GLA)
by 5%

Awareness campaigns
regarding COVID-19 health
and safety protocols have
been communicated with our
key stakeholders

Filling the CFO role is an
opportunity to improve
diversity at executive
level

Increased our renewable
energy capacity to
25 915 kWp in 2020

We are committed to
measuring our impact against
the Ten Principles of the UN
Global Compact

Appointment of Diane Radley
as independent
non-executive director
to bolster board skills
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David Rice to remain in
office until the CFO is
appointed to ensure
business continuity

Property asset platform

Benefits offered to
employees to help support
their physical, financial and
emotional well-being during
the socio-economic lockdown

Our response to COVID-19

Submitted 26 buildings for
Existing Building
Performance Green Star SA
certifications which will be
certified by 2020 financial
year end

Strategic overview

Environmental
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Our strategic focus for the recovery phase
Life beyond the lockdown demands an agile and adaptable shift in focus

▪ Stakeholder confidence back to pre-COVID-19 levels

▪ Be who we say we are

▪ Entrench Redefine brand

▪ Invest in our stakeholders

▪ Strong stakeholder relationships

▪ Re-evaluate every property asset’s capital growth prospects

▪ Position asset platform for organic capital growth

▪ Focus on opportunities to expand income base

▪ Build sustainable revenue growth platform

▪ Create spaces for people to live, work and socialise sustainably

▪ Attract and retain quality tenants

▪ Optimise funding model

▪ Create sustainable capital base

▪ Broaden funding sources

▪ Reduce liquidity risk

▪ Maintain a healthy balance sheet

▪ Improve access to and cost of capital

▪ Optimise operational efficiency

▪ Position Redefine to succeed in competitive leasing environment

▪ Seek sustainable income earning opportunities

▪ Core assets delivering to their full potential

▪ Harness technology

▪ Achieve operational excellence in all aspects of what we do

▪ Build a resilient workforce

▪ Move away from linear thinking and embrace change

▪ Embed diversity into culture

Redefine pre-close investor roadshow for the year ending 31 August 2020

▪ Be adaptable to a fluid working environment and working

in an agile way
▪ Embed inclusive decision-making and a culture of trust

and transparency

Financial insights

▪ Fastrack flexible workforce policies

Property asset platform

▪ Restore stakeholder confidence

Our response to COVID-19

Anticipated outcome

Strategic overview

How we will get there in the recovery phase
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Our response to COVID-19
2

COVID-19 will have lasting effects on how people live, work and play

Strategic overview

Section
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Our response to COVID-19
Property asset platform
Financial insights
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The pandemic has provided us with an inflection point
The opportunity to reset our business model to live our purpose and remain relevant

As a society it has exacerbated economic resiliency, public health infrastructure, and racial and social divides

Connecting more with each other to keep our people engaged and motivated

▪

Supporting the operational sustainability of our tenants and service providers

▪

Collaborating as an industry on an unprecedented scale to deal with providing relief and assistance to our tenants

▪

Securing support from our debt funders

▪

Working with regulators to collectively resolve unintended consequences of the situation we find ourselves in

Creating sustained value will increasingly rely on how well we can manage the competing concerns of all our stakeholders

Property asset platform

▪

Our response to COVID-19

However it has also acted as a positive catalyst, we are:

Strategic overview

COVID-19 exposed as a company underlying fragilities around our capital allocation strategy and funding model
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Financial insights
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Putting people first
Responding through an action-based pandemic plan

The daily focus of the task team is to deal with emerging operational challenges and plan for the eventual return to normalcy

Our people
Work-from-home has become the new normal
Putting our people’s safety first, while the business is still able to operate relatively seamlessly remains the overriding consideration
Our ongoing challenge is to keep staff energised, culturally connected, motivated and aligned to what matters most
A staff communications plan was launched to maintain Redefine’s culture through reinforcing our purpose and values

Property asset platform

▪
▪
▪
▪

Our response to COVID-19

A proactive approach has enabled an agile and adaptable multi-disciplinary approach to adjusting to lockdown restrictions,
ensuring compliance and responding to the resultant unintended consequences

Strategic overview

COVID-19 task team
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Financial insights
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Tenant risk analysis
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Vulnerability of tenant base to recessionary conditions

Office tenants by GMR (%)

Industrial tenants by GMR (%)

18%
58%

22%

48%

62%

33%

19%
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Medium risk

Low risk

Financial insights

High risk

Property asset platform

20%
20%

Our response to COVID-19

Retail tenants by GMR (%)

Strategic overview

Our tenants who are most affected (high risk) by the lockdown restrictions and who are most vulnerable to recessionary
conditions

Impact on our billings and collections
Offering unique value to affected tenants through relief and assistance packages to support their liquidity needs

Agreed rental relief packages total R269m thus far for FY 2020

The arrears as at the end of July 2020 increased by approximately
R360m since April 2020
Retail
Office

% Receipts vs gross Billings (before discounts and deferrals)

Industrial

120

Total for 5 months

80
60

88

40
20

83

70

50

78

85

60

72

86

95

95

91

90

96

92

96

92

94

76

91

87
72

90

82

April 2020

May 2020

* August 2020 collections up to 17 August 2020
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June 2020

July 2020

*August 2020

Total for 5 months

Financial insights

0

Property asset platform

100

Our response to COVID-19

The average cash collections over the last five months equates to
approximately 82% of monthly gross billings (89% of billings net of
discounts and deferrals)

Strategic overview

Redefine has circa 4 500 tenants and discussions have been held
with around 3 600 tenants
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Extending sustainability to all aspects of what we do
Redefine made the conscious decision to put people ahead of profit

▪ Livelihoods protected by supporting our supplier base through the lockdown
▪ Redefine paid the labour component regardless of service delivery on the reciprocal undertaking that there were to be no job losses

Our cost management
▪ All non-essential costs have been frozen to support liquidity and absorb the extra costs arising from the COVID-19 situation
▪ Service providers to Redefine were approached for cost reductions on services
▪ Head office admin costs (marketing, staff related costs, IT etc.) are currently R103m below budget and R52m down on the prior year
▪ This is mainly driven by the curbing of marketing activities, reduction in staff-related costs such as travel and reduction in incentive scheme costs
▪ In addition we have launched several initiatives to identify and implement various sustainable and long-term cost optimisation opportunities

▪ We are continuing to tender the major and material service contracts to consolidate services to strategically selected service providers

▪ Long-term efficiencies will also be gained from supplier rationalisation – administratively and through negotiation of preferential rates

Redefine pre-close investor roadshow for the year ending 31 August 2020

Financial insights

▪ We are actively engaging with all suppliers to defer contractual increases effective from 1 September 2020, in an effort to restrict
inflationary impacts

Property asset platform

▪ Our request for efficiencies and cost relief over the hard lockdown period realised savings of R16.4m over normal contracted spend

Our response to COVID-19

▪ The COVID-19 pandemic provided a unique opportunity for us to advance our Enterprise and Supplier Development goals

Strategic overview

Our suppliers
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Property asset platform
3

Positioning the core portfolio to remain relevant to users’ needs

Strategic overview

Section
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Our response to COVID-19
Property asset platform
Financial insights
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Local trends
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Behavioural change reshaping the market

Consolidation, down-sizing, business failures and remote working
continues to adversely impact office demand. In addition, corporate
restructuring is resulting in large amounts of sub-lettable space coming
to market

COVID-19 operational restrictions are driving warehouse
reconfiguration and automation, including sectionalising
merchandise, one-way traffic flow, and zoned shift-times for
workspace and pause areas

Better than expected recovery in retail turnover,
in particular apparel and fast food. Turnover for
essential services was largely unaffected by
COVID-19

National vacancies increased to 12.3% as at June 2020 excluding sublettable space. We believe this could grow to as much as 13.5% (2 544
000sqm), Sandton likely to rise above 20% (401 000sqm) (July 20:
17%)

Growing concerns about the sustainability of gyms,
cinemas and sit down restaurants
Redefine exposure to these categories is currently
7% of GLA and 8% of GMR

We expect to see growth in the co-working environment, as load
shedding and data instability hinder employees’ ability to work from
home. Furthermore co-working enhances collaboration and innovation,
offering employees a more social and engaged environment

Increases in business rescue initiatives, liquidations
and tenant failures is expected to increase vacancies

Traditional office space are expected to expand collaborative work
areas and communal facilities to compete with co-working
environments

To establish last mile infrastructure for e-commerce order
fulfilment, third-party logistics operators (3PLs) are moving
from industrial big box formats into other asset classes
such as CBD office buildings and converted retail space

Leasing activity driven by tenant retention initiatives
and right-sizing retailers’ premises, resulting in
negative rental reversions

Internal spaces will be designed to improve health and safety including
inter alia air-conditioning, bio-metrics and cleaning

Industrial parks remain an attractive investment class for
smaller investors

Pressure on annual lease escalations to be linked to
CPI

Market rentals will remain under pressure and we believe escalations
will average 6 - 6.5%

Warehouse design is moving away from manual processes
to embrace smart industrial machinery in order to remain
relevant
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Second tier letting activities have increased as tenants
sublet excess space adding to competition in the market
The demand from data centres for industrial space has
increased notably due to higher web activity and increased
network access requirement. E-commerce, online
education and decentralised/remote working among others,
are creating new consumer patterns, as are increasing
bandwidth demands for online gaming and entertainment
platforms

Financial insights

Driven by COVID-19 and the depressed economy,
consumer behaviour is shifting at an accelerated pace
to convenience. We believe this is a structural change
to consumer behaviour and spending patterns

Property asset platform

Industrial

Our response to COVID-19

Office

Strategic overview

Retail

Retail portfolio
Differentiating by creating outstanding places for modern lifestyles

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

* Largest 19 shopping centres

Developments

▪

▪

Expected date of transfer of Ottery centre is December
2020 (R334m)

Refurbishment and tenant reconfiguration at Little Falls,
Kyalami Corner and Centurion Lifestyle totalling R265m

Priorities
▪
▪

▪
▪
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Financial insights

▪
▪

Improve convenience of large format shopping centres through tenant mix and operational measures
Increase exposure to essential service tenants (currently 24%). Discussions under way with grocery and pharmacy retailers
for approximately 30 000sqm
Focus on tenant retention, reducing vacancies and increasing WALE
Continuous meetings with national retailers to gain insights into operations post the lockdown with a focus on early
renewal of leases
Implement retailer support and development programme through appointment of category experts
Cost management and efficiencies

Property asset platform

Disposals

Our response to COVID-19

▪
▪

Concluded rental relief discounts totalling R174m and deferrals of R25m up to August 2020 with further discounts of R55m
and deferrals of R1m post August 2020
Current vacancy 6.4% and projected to grow to 7.9% mainly due to Edgars and Jet
Exposure to Edgars and Jet reduced to 38 000sqm from 55 000sqm with reduction in monthly rent of R2.0m for retained
stores
Foot count: in May 2020 was 60% of prior year which has grown to 78% in July 2020 vs July 2019*
Turnover for May/June 2020 was 87% of prior year with apparel at 83% and fast food at 70%. This translates to less visits
with a larger basket spend
We have reduced development scope to decrease project costs at Centurion Lifestyle and Kyalami corner
Increase in operating costs due to COVID-19 compliance

Strategic overview

Overview
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Office portfolio
Providing a vital role in culture, community and connection

▪

▪
▪

Priorities

▪
▪

Investigate alternative usage for vacant spaces i.e. residential, schools and hospitals

Tenant relationship strategies continue, with a focus on pre-empting leases and space consolidation

Continue to improve our value offering though additional amenities and redesigned office spaces
Improve the health and safety within buildings by focusing on items such as air-conditioning, high traffic touch points and
bathrooms

Expand offering of flexible lease arrangement and space usage
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Financial insights

Tenant retention and reducing vacancies remain our top priority with a continued focus on leasing campaigns

Property asset platform

▪
▪
▪
▪

Our response to COVID-19

▪
▪
▪

Concluded rental relief discounts totalling R49m and deferrals of R24m up to August 2020 with further discounts of R23m
and deferrals of R2m post August 2020
Vacancy has increased to 13.5% which will be further impacted as a result of tenants downsizing and consolidation
Successfully concluded transactions with Massmart (16 Fredman Drive 5 590sqm) and Tourvest (Stonewedge 6 000sqm)
Market activity is better than expected but extremely competitive with pressure on rents/escalations and cost of tenant
installation
WeWork’s Rosebank Link is 88% occupied as at June and 155 West is 23% occupied, remaining under pressure due to
COVID-19 lockdown regulations
Flexible lease arrangements becoming more prevalent

Strategic overview

Overview
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Industrial portfolio
Location and efficiency key in a cost-sensitive market

▪
▪

▪

Developments

▪

▪
▪

▪

Land parcels at Atlantic Hills,
Brackengate2 and Clayville for R113.4m
Tetford Circle, KZN for R133.75m

Massmart DC and Roche developments at Brackengate2 for a total cost of R295m
Land infrastructure projects at S&J Industrial Park for a cost of R204m, Atlantic Hills
for a cost of R257.1m and Brackengate2 for a cost of R354.5m

Property asset platform

Disposals

Our response to COVID-19

▪
▪
▪

Concluded rental relief discounts totalling R7m and deferrals of R26m up to August 2020 with further discounts of R1m and
deferrals of R1m post August 2020
Vacancy rate increased from 1.9% to 2.5% and expected to rise due to company failures, tenants requesting early
termination of leases and an increase for sub letting of space
Restructuring of the Macsteel lease – a reduction of rental and extension of term
Letting of the Robor facility to Macsteel for a 10-year period
Industries such as steel, mining, transport and tourism, among others, are having to reassess business due to the
extended impact of COVID-19 restrictions
Force majeure events on development projects impacting development cost and extending construction periods as a result
of the COVID-19 lockdown regulations

Strategic overview

Overview
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Priorities
Tenant retention through assistance in sub-letting and restructuring of leases
Improvements to older core properties
Disposal of non-core properties including those previously occupied by Macsteel
Conclude lease negotiations with Macsteel
Continued sale of undeveloped land
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Offshore asset platform overview
Seeking active asset management opportunities to unlock and sustain value

▪ RDI REIT PLC

Australia

▪ Journal
▪ Cromwell

Poland

▪ The sale of the Australian student accommodation assets to Allianz was concluded on 26 June and is
subject to Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) approval
▪ FIRB approval is expected by the end of August and the settlement of the sale of Uni Place will occur
30 days thereafter
▪ On 11 August the holding in Cromwell was sold, realising net proceeds of AUD53m and the proceeds have
been used to part-settle debt funding in Australia

▪ Sell the equity interest in Growthpoint Investment Africa Property fund – JLL have been appointed

▪ EPP

▪ Support EPP in optimising asset management opportunities within the portfolio as well as de-leveraging
the company to an LTV level below 45%
▪ Continue identifying market opportunities to invest and grow the logistics portfolio in Poland through
development activity
▪ Complete assets under construction to receive earn out fee from Madison
▪ Focus on completing logistics development projects in progress and letting of the vacancy
▪ Exchange a non-recurring income generating asset (Chariot) for a recurring income stream (M1 Marki)
▪ Extend ESG focus to all Polish operations

▪ European Logistics
Investment
▪ Chariot Top Group
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▪ GIAP

Property asset platform

Africa

▪ The sale of RDI to Starwood Capital Group for GBP112.9m was concluded on 10 July
▪ The exchangeable bond involving RDI shares totalling EUR117.2m was fully redeemed

Our response to COVID-19

United Kingdom

Strategic overview

Priorities
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European Logistics Investment
Exposure to Polish logistics market

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

Developments

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
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Warsaw Logistics phase 1 (47 961sqm) has been completed at a cost
of EUR31.4m with the main tenant, Rohlig, commencing with full
operations in September
Seven projects costing EUR124.5m with a total GLA of 188 960sqm,
which are 75% pre-let are being developed at an average yield of 7.1%
Redefine equity share of the projects (totaling EUR26.1m of which
R15.9m has already been contributed) is being funded out of the
proceeds from the equity sale to Madison
The developments on completion will significantly improve the quality
of the overall portfolio and the cash flow

Financial insights

▪

8.7 ha of well-located, undeveloped land
in Czeladz for an amount of EUR3.4m
has been acquired
The multi-phase development will have a
total GLA of 36 511sqm
Phase 1 of the development consists of
approximately 9 200sqm GLA and
commencement is subject to achieving
pre-letting requirements

Property asset platform

Acquisitions

Our response to COVID-19

▪
▪

Market activity in in Poland was largely unaffected by the pandemic and a high level of leasing activity was recorded
Market fundamentals remain positive, but tenants are pushing for better leasing incentives
Growth will be supported by the opening of new supply chains to accommodate the change in consumer habits for instance
online grocery shopping
Investment sentiment towards logistics remains very positive
Total GLA of the operational portfolio increased from 392 431sqm to 433 373sqm as two developments –
Opole (24 357sqm) and Torun (16 902sqm) were completed
The vacancy in the operational portfolio is currently 14.7%, mainly due to the inclusion of the newly completed
developments
Included in the vacancy, is 18 021sqm (4.2%) of new lettings with forward starting dates ranging from June to October
2020 at an average rent of EUR5.30 per sqm
We continue to receive good letting enquiries and expect to see further reduction in vacancies

Strategic overview

Overview
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Exit from Chariot Top Group
The acquisition of M1 Marki enabled by exiting non-recurring trading opportunity

▪

Redefine is to acquire M1 Marki for 100% of its equity value from Chariot, translating into an equity purchase consideration of EUR78.5m plus
assuming in-country debt of EUR44.2m, resulting in a gross purchase price of EUR122.8m
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The exit from Chariot completes the simplification of the offshore asset platform

Property asset platform

The equity consideration of EUR78.5m will be settled by Redefine as follows:
▪ Paying a cash amount of EUR10m to Chariot during December 2020
▪ Disposing of the 25% equity interest in Chariot (valued at EUR53.6m) comprising:
▪ Redefine’s equity share of M1 Marki amounting to EUR19.6m
▪ The remaining trading assets valued at EUR34.0m
▪ Transferring Redefine’s share of the income to be generated by Chariot (estimated at EUR5.9m for the period April 2020 to December 2021)
▪ In July 2021 settling in cash the remaining estimated outstanding balance expected to be EUR9m, but capped at a maximum of EUR15m

Our response to COVID-19

▪

M1 Marki is a retail complex consisting of a mall of 36 240sqm and an OBI DIY outlet of 11 204sqm GLA located adjacent to the mall
Three smaller standalone retail buildings are situated in the parking area which also provide parking for 1 877 bays
The property is located in the eastern part of Warsaw
The node is one of the most popular retail destinations in Warsaw and major retailers located adjacent to M1 Marki includes Ikea, Makro and
Decathlon
The mall is anchored with an Auchan hypermarket of 14 611sqm, complemented with 21 628sqm of line shops including electronic goods
(Mediamarkt), fashion retailers (C&A, Reserved, New Yorker and LC Waikiki), health and beauty tenants as well as a food court
The mall has development rights for future expansion

Strategic overview

▪
▪
▪
▪
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Financial insights
4

Scenario planning enables us to be proactive and flexible in our approach

Strategic overview

Section
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Our response to COVID-19
Property asset platform
Financial insights
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Balance sheet management
Strengthening the balance sheet to underpin sustainability

Moody's Redefine’s long-term issuer credit rating of
Ba1/Aa2.za with outlook as negative, following similar
sovereign rating action

Comfortable maturity profile, with all debt maturities
addressed well ahead of time

Deferred dividend decision to November 2020.
Engaging with regulatory bodies on REIT Listing
Requirements and tax implications

Funders’ attitude generally supportive and pragmatic
with regards to liquidity and covenant compliance
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Liquidity headroom sufficient to absorb +-50% rental
decline and 100% dividend withholding from foreign
investment

Property asset platform

Recycling activities will simplify and streamline the
investment property asset platform

Our response to COVID-19

Solid progress made on strategic disposal process to
lower LTV

Strategic overview

Rigorous review of external property valuations
in progress (indicative valuations to range from -5% to
-10%)
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Debt maturity profile and available facilities
26

Volatile conditions demand prudent balance sheet management and careful liquidity planning

Financial year

Maturity date

2020

31 Aug 2020

Strategic overview

Upcoming maturities
Rm

Status

Bank term loan

Secured

105

Credit approval obtained – legal agreement being settled

16 Nov 2020

Commercial paper (RDFC50)

Unsecured

200

Will be settled with disposal proceeds unless sufficient appetite in the
bond market

31 Dec 2020

Bank term loan

Unsecured

350

Obtaining credit approval

12 Mar 2021

Bond (RDFB13)

Unsecured

299

Will be settled with disposal proceeds unless sufficient appetite in the
bond market

11 Jun 2021

Commercial paper (RDFC51)

Unsecured

160

Will be settled with disposal proceeds unless sufficient appetite in the
bond market

2021

Debt maturity profile

Available facilities
Cash on hand

12 000

28.3%

27.1%

*Available access facilities

21.2%

8 000
4 000
2 000
0

* Committed and undrawn access facilities

0.5%
2020

4.2%

2.7%
2021

2022

2023
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2024

2025

3 715
3 759

16%

6 000

44

2026

Financial insights

Millions

10 000

Rm

Property asset platform

1 114

Our response to COVID-19

Position

Corporate covenant projections
27

Realising value from the sale of non-core assets and pro-active covenant management

Strategic overview

Strictest covenants LTV = 50% and ICR = 2x

Projected Loan-to-Value (LTV)

Our response to COVID-19

Disposal
of RDI

ELI
earnout

FV
adjustment –
Journal

Disposal of
Cromwell

Disposal of
Oando
Wings

Derivative
MOTS

Interest cover ratio sensitivity analysis

ICR
*Stressed forecasted ICR assumes:
- no foreign cash dividend income from associates, and
- decrease in SA and ELI rental income by 25% for next six months
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3.7

Stressed* at
31 Aug 2020
2.5

LTV
covenant
31 Aug
2020

Disposal of
Journal
Sept 2020
and Jan
2021

Disposal of
local
properties
Q1
FY2021

ELI
Earnout
Q1
FY2021

*To create additional headroom to absorb adverse LTV triggers and to
avoid a potential technical breach of our corporate LTV covenant as at
31 August 2020, we have requested a temporary relaxation of the
corporate LTV covenant from 50% to 55% for the measurement periods
of 31 August 2020 and 28 February 2021 from all our funders. Scheduled
a DCM investor meeting for 27 August 2020 to approve this request

Financial insights

29 Feb 2020

Projected LTV Headroom to
31 Aug 2020 absorb adverse
before Fx
LTV triggers*
adjustments
and property
valuations

Property asset platform

LTV
29 Feb
2020

LTV sensitivity analysis
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We are operating in an environment where the knowns are outweighed by evolving unknowns
Adjusted
29 Feb 2020 LTV

Risks during COVID-19

Foreign exchange movements
Rand at 19 August 2020 foreign exchange rate and then appreciates by 10%

1.2%

45.4%

Rand at 19 August 2020 foreign exchange rate and remains stable

2.4%

46.6%

Rand at 19 August 2020 foreign exchange rate and depreciates by 10%

3.5%

47.7%

Liquidity
impact

LTV
impact

ICR
impact

X

X

Increase in bad debts and tenant failures

X

X

Investment property valuation
X

50.2%

Delayed transfer on sale of non-core
properties or sale cancellations

X

Possible restrictions on development
activity: resulting in late completion, the
result: delayed capital uplift, and lost
rental from tenants

X

Foreign investments withhold dividends
to maintain liquidity

X

1.8%

46.0%

South African property values decrease by 10% (-R7.1bn)

3.7%

47.9%

South African property values decrease by 15% (-R10.7bn)

6.0%

Investment in associates*
Investment in associates value decreased by 15% (-R1.4bn)

0.7%

44.9%

Investment in associates value decreases by 20% (-R1.9bn)

1.0%

45.2%

Investment in associates value decreases by 25% (-R2.4bn)

1.2%

45.4%

* Excludes RDI REIT P.L.C

Foreign exchange rates
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19 Aug 2020

1.0
17.2
20.1
10.2
15.6

1.0
20.7
23.0
12.6
17.3

X

Further impairment of foreign investments

X

Continued ZAR depreciation

X

Further Moody’s downgrade resulting
in higher debt costs

X

X

X

Financial insights

ZAR
EUR
GBP
AUD
USD

29 Feb 2020

X

Property asset platform

Further property devaluation

South African property values decrease by 5% (-R3.6bn)

Our response to COVID-19

Rental relief during lockdown period, and
rental deferments

Strategic overview

Impact

Dealing with an emerging issue
Restructuring the Mall of the South (MOTS) put option

▪ The development commenced in 2012 and the mall opened in September 2015

Strategic overview

MOTS is a 72 000 sqm regional shopping centre which was developed by Zenprop

29

▪ RMB acted as the development funder

▪ The mall offers over 160 stores as well as 2 486 parking bays comprising both open bays and covered parking bays
▪ The mall is located on the corner of Swartkoppies Road and Kliprivier Drive, Aspen Hills, in Johannesburg South

▪ MOTS was initially designed as a 95 000sqm mall

▪ Redefine, Zenprop and RMB are engaged in constructive discussions to resolve the dispute

Redefine pre-close investor roadshow for the year ending 31 August 2020

Financial insights

▪ The proposed basis (still to be finally agreed and internally approved by the parties) is expected to result in a mutually
satisfactory outcome for all the parties

Property asset platform

The validity of the exercise of the MOTS put option arrangements was disputed

Our response to COVID-19

▪ Redefine acted as credit support provider for the funding provided by RMB and in due course obtained a pre-emptive
right to buy MOTS in the event of a sale by Zenprop

Trading outlook for 2020
30

Making use of multiple scenarios as the foundation for decision-making

The overall risk
environment has
heightened significantly

International distributable income expected headwinds:

EPP - no distributions expected

(0.9)

Chariot - no distributions expected

(0.4)

RDI - no distributions expected

(0.2)

Strykow and ELI (48.5%) - disposed during 2020

(0.1)

Oando wings - no distributions received

(0.1)
(1.7)

Local distributable income expected headwinds:

Distributable income per
share for FY2020 is
expected to be at least 45%
lower than 2019
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Anticipated increase in doubtful debt provisions

(0.4)

Expected COVID-19 rental concessions

(0.3)

Cornwal/Delta – limit to dividend received

(0.2)
(0.9)

Financial insights

Dividend for FY 2020 will be
informed by liquidity and
LTV considerations and
with due regard to the
interest of all our
stakeholders

Property asset platform

Non-recurring income
reduced to insignificant
contribution to FY2020
distributable income

R’billion

Our response to COVID-19

Lower interest rates won't
have meaningful impact
on earnings given relatively
high level of hedging

Recycling activities will have
a dilutionary impact on
current year earnings

Strategic overview

The distributable income forecast for FY2020 is expected to be
adversely impacted by the following key drivers/assumptions:
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Strategic overview

Thank you for your engagement

Our response to COVID-19
Property asset platform
Financial insights
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Strategic overview

This presentation may include forward-looking statements which statements are not based on historical information, but rather premised on certain assumptions, risks, estimates
and/or uncertainties (“risks and uncertainties”), which are taken into consideration as at date of this presentation.

from Redefine’s expectations. As a result of risks and uncertainties falling outside of our control, Redefine is not able to guarantee that any forward-looking statements will
materialise. Attendees are accordingly cautioned in this regard and in respect of reliance placed on forward-looking statements as predictors of future events.
Redefine assumes no obligation and disclaims any intention to update or revise any forward-looking statements (even in the event of new information or change in risks and

Property asset platform

Should these risks and uncertainties prove inaccurate, or should unknown risks and uncertainties affecting Redefine’s business materialise, the actual results may differ materially

Our response to COVID-19

Disclaimer

uncertainties), save to the extent required by the JSE.
Financial insights
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